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December 4th Evening Reception
December 5th Working Groups

Attend This Year and Profit from
• 14 Best Practice Case Studies from Around the World
• Personalized Agenda and Networking Concierge Service
• Hybrid On- and Offline Community and Conference
• Structured Peer-to-Peer Matchmaking for Targeted Networking
Key Topics such as
• Convergence of Mobility, Collaboration and Security
• Driving the Mobile Change Across the Entire Organization
• Best Practice Mobile Digital Workplace
• Mobile Device Management and Governance
• Management of Virtual Employees
Speakers on Strategic Excellence and Best Practice Execution from Companies such as
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4th
Morning sessions
LEADING THE MOBILE CHANGE WITHIN AND BEYOND COMPANY BORDERS
0 9:0 0
Introduction by the chairman

0 9:15
The Social Business Journey at Grundfos
• Social and mobile collaboration: Procrastination or productivity?
• Secrets of how we create new social and mobile ways of working at Grundfos
• Using mobile for world class distance leadership and globally dispersed teams
Thomas Hansen
Manager, Global Working Culture & Social Business
Grundfos

10:0 0
Mobile First on Your Intranets
• Why you should consider a clear mobile device management for your social intranet
• How to build an anytime any device anywhere strategy for your mobile intranet
Ramin Mobasseri
Experienced Technology Advisor

10:4 5
Coffee break with manetch-organized networking

11:15
The Financial Implications of Mobile Collaboration
• The real costs of BYOD
• The expenses of securing mobile devices
• Hidden mobility costs: apps, roaming, mobile services
• Determining the ROI of Mobile Collaboration
Hyoun Park
Experienced Technology Advisor

12:0 0
The Beauty and The Beast – Appeal and Threats of Mobile Collaboration
• Inside the APT - a blended causal chain
• Psycho-social effects and how to deal with them
• Threat analysis is key
Dr. Hans-Joachim Popp
Chief Information Officer
German Aerospace Center

12:4 5
Lunch break with manetch-organized networking
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4th
Afternoon sessions
MOBILE COLLABORATION BEST PRACTICES
14:15
More Than Just Mobile Devices: Strategies to Manage Mobility Convergence and Drive
Productivity
• Necessary steps as devices, apps, content, peripherals and email management converge
• Remote user productivity via tablets and smartphones to traditional enterprise resources
• New challenges for mobility due to new mobile operating system iterations
• Mobile security complexities and how to manage their ongoing effects
Felix Panter
Enterprise Account Executive
AirWatch

15:0 0
Lessons Learned from the First Generation of Mobile Apps
• Design and functionality goals
• Developer timing; iteration rate of the most successful apps
• Deploying, managing and configuration
• Policy and governance
Nigel Hawthorn
Director EMEA Marketing
MobileIron

15:4 5
Coffee break with manetch-organized networking

16:15
The Anatomy of a Risk Assessment
• What are the tips and tricks that you can use to get through an assessment?
• How can you get the most out of your auditor?
• How can you read between the lines to ensure you get the most accurate assessment?
• Various tools you have at your disposal that are an integral part of your anatomy!
Thom Langford
Director, Global Security Office
Sapient

17:00
Killer Features for the Mobile Intranet: Will Video be One of Them?
• iOS and Android mobility in the social collaboration landscape
• Will video communication be the next (mobile) killer feature?
• How to get people using video as a work tool
• Statistics on mobile intranet user adoption
Peter Ferm
Senior Business Analyst
Electrolux

17:45
EVENING RECEPTION
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5th
Morning sessions
PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
0 9:0 0
Introduction by the chairman

0 9:15
Digital Workplace To Go
• Designing a future workplace by integrating past, current and future technologies
• Managing only the corporate content on a device rather than managing the entire device
• Increasing productivity and security while reducing the complexity
Ufuk Erguen
Manager, End-User Computing Germany
VMware Global

10:0 0
Successful Mobile Scenarios for Internal Collaboration
• SAP’s Mobile Collaboration strategy
• Mobile experience and integration scenarios: Best practices (demo)
• Vision and next steps
Mirko Friedrich			
Project Manager		
SAP

Oliver Pink
Senior Consultant Mobile Intranet & Internal App Store

10:4 5
Coffee break with manetch-organized networking

11:15
INTERACTIVE WORKING GROUPS
Setting up the Global Mobility Infrastructure
• Mobile collaboration landscape
• Mobile device management: Structure and policies
• Managing administrators globally
Thorsten Gehrig
Head Front Office - Mobile Device Services
Sanofi
Enterprise 2.0 Meets Mobility in Small- and Medium-sized Companies
• Introduction of Mobile Enterprise 2.0 in companies
• Exchange on best practices
• Exchange on adoption strategies
Christof Lechner
Social Network Expert
Voith Industrial Services

12:4 5
Lunch break with manetch-organized networking
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5th
Afternoon sessions
FROM MOBILE COLLABORATION TO A TRUE MOBILE DIGITAL WORKPLACE
14:15
Mobility is More than Just a Mobile Frontend for the Intranet
• App strategy: What are we bringing first to mobile?
• Client strategy: Windows tablets and more
• Defining the path to a true mobile digital workplace
Marco Thelen
Senior Manager Digital and Marketing
Accenture

15:0 0
Bringing Business Processes to Tablets with a Mobile Information and Communication
Platform
• Pooling heterogenous information channels on tablets
• Impact on mobile employee productivity
• Authentification, authorization and security
Detlef Exner
Chairman of the Board, DB Systel
Deutsche Bahn

15:4 5
Coffee break with manetch-organized networking

16:15
Mobile Learning: The Green Learning Alternative
• Training new clients and refresher training of existing clients is a logistical challenge
• Mobile learning allows training on the move from all mobile devices
• Less air miles = less carbon footprint
Jon Synnott
Head of Training
Two-Ten Health

17:0 0
CLOSING PANEL DISCUSSION
17:4 5
End of the conference
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Who Will Be Attending, and Why Should You?
The success of your organization will depend on how well you leverage the convergence of
mobility, collaboration and security in order to help your workforce keep a competitive edge.
The World Class Mobile Collaboration 2013 will bring together an international crowd of first
movers from business and technology backgrounds who will share with you what works in
their companies and what doesn’t. Use this opportunity to benchmark your own projects!
Matchmaking-powered Event Experience and Unique Meeting Concierge Service
Before the conference, we ask you to fill out our questionnaire. Based on the results, we finetune the agenda and make a proposal for your individual conference itinerary including the
sessions and the discussion partners you shouldn’t miss. We even organize the meetings with
other attendees, if desired.
This approach maximizes your return on time investment at the event.
Furthermore, you get free access to the manetch platform where you can arrange meetings
for the conference in self-service before arriving onsite, you can download the presentations
and you can continue discussing and sharing ideas after the event.

After the World Class, Best Practices Remain Only a Click Away at manetch.com
See the updated priorities of the other attendees
Get back in touch in on- and offline meetings
Discover new interesting connections
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Profit from Expert Speakers such as
Thorsten Gehrig, Head Front Office - Mobile
Device Services, Sanofi:
With more than 20 years experience in the
telecommunications and mobility industry,
Mirko Friedrich, Project Manager, SAP:
In 2001, Mirko joined SAP as a SAP NetWeaver Knowledge Management & Collaboration
Oliver Pink, Senior Consultant Mobile Intranet
& Internal App Store, SAP:
Oliver is a 2009 Digital Media graduate from
Dr. Hans-Joachim Popp, Chief Information
Officer, German Aerospace Center:
After receiving his Diploma and PhD in
Electrical Engineering, specializing in Control
Science and Real-time Software, Hans-Joachim Popp started his career as a Product
Manager for Medical Informatics at Dräger
Medical, Lübeck. He held the CIO position at
TUV Product Service and as the Data Centre
Operations Manager at TUV Informatics and
Consulting Services. Since 2005 he is responJon Synnott, Head of Training, Two-Ten
Health:
After graduating with a degree in Science
teaching and a Post graduate Diploma in Software Localization, Jon begun his career in the
Netherlands, setting up a QA department in a
start-up e-commerce company. Jon went on
to spend three years working as a Test-Lead
contractor with several big players in Dublin’s
IT community including the Bank of Ireland.
Jon started in a QA / Support role with TwoTen Health, an Irish company with an international clientele, in 2003 and since then with his
Nigel Hawthorn, EMEA Marketing Director,
MobileIron:
From working with an Apple distributor in
1980, Hawthorn has 30 years experience of
computers, security, networking and mobility. He has a strong technical background,
with roles in pre-sales and post-sales support
and product management before technology
marketing. His international knowledge started in 1987 and he has presented at security,
e-commerce and networking conferences in
over 50 countries.
He has contributed to a number of computing
books on network protocols and security,
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Thorsten worked for Deutsche Telekom,
Vodafone and since more than 8 years in the
pharmaceutical industry, currently responsible for global stategies and services with
~40,000 devices.
Senior Consultant. In 2009, he became Expert
Internal Strategic Consultant und Team Lead
of the Enterprise Collaboration Team.
the University of Applied Sciences in Kaiserslautern. He already joined SAP during his
studies and is now Senior Consultant at the
Knowledge Management Competence Center.
sible for the IT Infrastructure of the German
Aerospace Centre.
Besides his main position he has been a
part-time professor for experimental software engineering at the Academy of Media
Arts, Cologne from 2000 to 2006. His recent
research activities focus on the psychological and organisational effects arising from
complex, multi-disciplinary and distributed
development projects. He is also investigating
long-term sourcing relationships for high end
computing systems.
dedication to problem analysis and resolution
and responsiveness to customers, Jon has
progressed through Two-Ten Health to head
up the Customer Relations area. This coupled
with his original background in teaching and
additional role of head of training, ensures
that Jon has in-depth knowledge and understanding of each customer and their requirements.
Always striving to improve customer service
with the use of modern developments Jon
has embraced mobile learning as the future of
international training and support.
written many articles and lived in California
for a number of years before relocating back
to the UK as he was missing the rain! While in
the USA, he launched 3Com’s range of stackable hubs and switches, helping to grow the
business from zero to over $20M.
His experience has mirrored many of the most
innovative areas of computing; Apple and PCs
in the 1980s, storage and networking in the
1990s, Internet performance and web security
in the 2000s and mobility in the 2010s.
part of the World Class Series by

Profit from Expert Speakers such as
Detlef Exner, Chairman of the Board, DB Systel, Deutsche Bahn:
Detlef (born in 1962) has a degree in Mathematics and is an insurance broker. He started
his career in 1990 at ROKD GmbH in Bielefeld.
He worked in different positions in software
development, database administrations and
operations and was responsible for IT operations until 1998. In 1998 he switched to T-Systems and managed the central branch (BieleFelix Panter, Enterprise Account Executive,
AirWatch:
Felix is an Enterprise Account Executive for
the DACH at AirWatch®, the global leader and
innovator in mobile device security and the
largest Enterprise Mobile Management (EMM)
provider. In this role, he is responsible for
managing and expanding enterprise accounts
for the German, Austrian and Swiss markets.

Christof Lechner, Social Network Expert,
Voith Industrial Services:
Christof is the Enterprise 2.0 responsible at
Voith Industrial Services. Here he introduced
the social networking platform “Team Net”.
Furthermore he develops concepts & strategies for adoption and application of Enterprise
2.0.

Hyoun Park, Experienced Technology Advisor:
Hyoun Park is an 18-year technology industry
veteran who has served as a thought leader and trusted advisor for Fortune 100 end
users and vendors. Park spent 6 years as an
industry analyst studying emerging trends
in telecomms expense management, social
networking, enterprise mobility, gamification,
unified communications, and the subscription
economy. His work includes insights on telepresence robotics, the true cost of Bring Your
Own Device (BYOD), and the alignment be-
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feld, Darmstadt) and the southern branch
(Bamberg). Within the framework of his
activities he was responsible for the operation
of the outsourcing contract Deutsche Post AG
and T-Com on behalf of T-Systems. Between
2002 and 2007, Detlef was the Managing
Director of the Operations unit at DB Systems GmbH. At DB Systel he is the Managing
Director of IT and TC Systems. Detlef Exner
has been chairman of the DB Systel Managing
Board since January 1, 2009.
Prior to joining Airwatch, he was Account
Executive at Salesforce in Germany, he
worked for Symantec after the acquisition of
MessageLabs, where he was Team Leader
for the Mid Market sales team, and also at
IBM, selling hosted solutions to Enterprise
customers in the DACH region. In total, he has
fifteen years of sales experience in technology solutions.

Before he worked at MFG Innovation Agency
for ICT and Media. There he managed different innovation projects and he was responsible for project concept development and
project communication.
Christof holds a degree in information management (Diplom FH) from the Stuttgart
University of Applied Sciences.
Read more at http://derchristof.de.

tween sports analytics (made popular in Moneyball) and business environments. He has
also worked on the monetization of services
both for bootstrapped and venture-backed
startups including the first fantasy baseball
site on the Internet, mosey.com. He has been
involved with online social media for nearly
20 years, starting with IRC and USENET and
extending to today’s current social networks.
Park is a top 10 Big Data, analytics, and mobility influencer who has been quoted in USA
Today, the Los Angeles Times, and a wide
variety of industry media publications.
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Profit from Expert Speakers such as
Ramin Mobasseri, Experienced Technology
Advisor:
Ramin is a Senior Leader with over 18 years
of experience delivering innovative business
and technical solutions to several fortune 100
organizations across the globe. Ramin has led
and architected successful business solutions
based on several years of experience in technical development, business analysis, project
management and thought leadership. Blending such skills coupled with his SharePoint
Thomas Hansen, Manager, Global Working
Culture & Social Business, Grundfos:
Thomas is a culture hacker who knows that
80% of the performance comes from humans,
but that the missing 20% from technology can
Peter Ferm, Senior Business Analyst, Electrolux:
In the mid 90s Peter started to work on Business Intelligence and to analyze sales trends.
Peter has previously worked in sales and
marketing. He has a background as a developer in Microsoft .net and SQL Server tools. In
his free time he plays bass in a band. During
the last 2 years he has been working on the
Ufuk Erguen, Manager, End-User Computing
Germany, VMware Global:
Ufuk joined VMware in May 2013 and leads
the company’s end-user computing business
in Germany, bringing more than 20 years of
technology industry experience. He is responsible for sales and market expansion across all
of VMware’s end-user computing solutions.
Most recently, Ufuk served four years as Director Sales for NetMotion Wireless and nine
years as Senior Sales Manager, Enterprise and
Thom Langford, Director, Global Security
Office, Sapient:
Thom is currently the Director of Security Risk
Management in Sapient’s Global Security Office, responsible for highlighting and advising
on delivery, compliance and industry security risks across North America, Europe and
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expertise gives rise in elegant solutions which
ultimately enables organizations reach and
develop state-of-the-art applications.
Ramin put together a robust strategy for
eBay’s collaboration platform. Ramin also
introduced enterprise social to eBay and
helped the company put together a robust
network of experts over several thousand
SharePoint sites and Yammer. Having worked
in 12 different countries globally enables him
to introduce an international perspective to
the businesses.
break the entire project.
Thomas has experience in R&D, Operations
and Sales.
He studied Organization & Business Development in Denmark, France and the United
States. He holds a Ph.D. and a M.Sc..
Electrolux intranet solution e-gate. He has
introduced video as a work tool and especially
live video streaming. He can produce, edit and
collaborate within the area of video production. For the last year mobile devices have
been the fastest growing work tool within his
company. With over 55,000 employees and
22,000 regular e-gate users, mobile devices
and video are a challenge.

Global Accounts at Citrix Systems.
Prior to Citrix Systems, Ufuk held senior
management and sales positions at LOGO
Business Software and Novell and he began
his career as a system engineering engineer at
EDS Electronic Data Systems.
Ufuk has a degree in Systems Engineering
from EDS and holds a diploma in electrical
engineering from the University of Applied
Sciences Wiesbaden in Germany.

India. Having successfully built security and IT
programmes from the ground up Thom brings
an often opinionated view of risk, both in
assessments and management, but manages
to do so with humour and pragmatism (mostly). Thom is also a public speaker and award
winning security blogger and can be found at
both thomlangford.com and @thomlangford.
part of the World Class Series by
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MOBILE BUSINESS is the great trend magazine for decision makers and employees who
consider “mobile working” as productivity
gain for colleagues and prospective company
success. The magazine reports on the effective use of mobile solutions in business. It addresses decision makers for mobile solutions

as well as sales and distribution managers.
MOBILE BUSINESS is modern, very practice-oriented and provides a competent consulting and decision basis for mobile management - including reports about trends, market
developments, innovations and products.

DNUG - The Enterprise Collaboration Professionals e. V. is the community of the users of
collaboration products. By constant professionally evaluative communication, DNUG has
established itself on the market as a force to
be reckoned with and as a competent partner
for dialogue - since its foundation in 1994.
DNUG considers enterprise collaboration as
one of the pillars of modern corporate management. The user community’s objective is

to promote the best possible utilization of the
installed platform. So DNUG is in close contact and constant communication with IBM
and other software manufacturers, facilitates
exchange of knowledge and experiences,
organizes two conferences per year and offers
related contests. While using IBM Connections as Social Business Platform - members
have a modern communication medium since
2007.

iXtenso is an international online journal for
the retail sector, a treasure trove of the latest
equipment information for retail outlets and
other customer-facing opportunities such as
PoS kiosks, terminals, mail-order, restaurants,
forecourts, tradecentres, warehouses, storage
and distribution centres. Whatever the need,
retail decision makers will find all information

at iXtenso. iXtenso is comprehensive, quick
to use and easy to understand.
iXtenso presents all of the suppliers, products
and services demanded by the retail sector
while featuring this information in-depth.
iXtenso presents information ‘in extenso’.
That is why iXtenso is regarded so highly as a
resource.

Futurebiz is one of the leading Social Media and digital marketing business blogs in
Germany. Its focus is on trends, strategies and
daily news as well as connecting the world

of social media, social commerce and digital marketing with the needs of brands and
companies.

mobiThinking is an internet platform and blog
that provides everything to marketers they
need to know to manage their brand mobile. From practical guides to mobile agencies and networks, interviews, analysis and

case studies to industry events and awards:
mobiThinking is an essential resource for mobile-marketing novices and experts alike and
shows what the future will hold.
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Modern working: projektwerk connects
companies with specialists and executives.
For more than 14 years, projektwerk has been
a central access point for modern working for
its 80.000 members – freelance or for permanent employment. projektwerk operates

specialized job and project marketplaces for
the sectors architecture, consulting, creative,
engineering, fashion, IT and medical. The
innovative matching technology, exclusively
designed by projektwerk, directly connects
companies and suitable professionals.

DVTM represents a number of companies
participating in the value chain telecommunication and media. Among those companies
there are service providers, network operators, resellers, technical service providers,
media and publishing companies as well as
consulting and collecting agencies. DVTM
developed from the association Freiwillige
Selbstkontrolle Telefonmehrwertdienste (FST)
founded already in 1997; in February 2011 the
change of company name from FST to DVTM

became effective.
The interest group has about 50 members
acting voluntarily in the frame of the “Code of
Conduct (Germany) for Telecommunication
and Media”. The code supports the principle
of self-regulation. It is the primary aim of
DVTM to ensure and enlarge a functioning
and competitive telecommunication and media market which is in dialogue with all market
participants.

e-commerce Magazin is a magazine for anyone who wants to participate in e-commerce.
e-commerce Magazin covers the entire chain

of selecting, offering, searching, purchasing,
selling and paying.

digitalbusiness CLOUD is a solution-oriented
professional magazine for IT decision makers
in small, medium and large enterprises and
organizations. Today, software and hardware

solutions need to be at least ready for the
cloud as for companies not to lose touch with
current developments.

t3n magazine is Germany’s leading print magazine revolving around e-business, web-design and future technologies. The magazine’s
target group are developers, designers and
decision makers in enterprises and agencies
alike with a primary focus on cutting edge
web trends, technologies as well as on-

line-business and marketing developments.
The t3n print magazine and it’s critically
acclaimed website t3n.de deliver in-depth information on all all business relevant aspects
of web and online technologies.
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DON’T FORGET TO REGISTER
CLICK HERE TO SECURE YOUR PLACE
GENERAL ONSITE PASS		
€ 2,250
VENDOR ONSITE PASS			
€ 2,650
ONLINE PASS					€ 450

Your contact person for any questions about your registration:
Gordon Gottschalk
phone		
email		

+49-30-20898138-3
gordon.gottschalk@manetch.com

